
Chubb Bermuda offers broad coverage 
and sizable capacity to meet the cyber 
liability insurance needs of large 
corporate clients across all industry 
classes. Our coverage includes first and 
third-party liability and we can operate 
as stand-alone excess cyber or as part 
of blended limit. We can also provide a 
cyber fines and penalties wrap for Chubb 
US primary cyber policies for  
US-domiciled Insureds.

Cyber Coverage Highlights

• First and Third-party liability
• All industry classes considered
• Stand-alone excess cyber or as part of 

blended limit:
— Data breach expenses
— Privacy and network security 

liability
— Business Interruption /Contingent 

Business Interruption
— Cyber extortion
— Tech Errors & Omissions
— Multimedia liability

• Follow form of sub-limits
• Flexibility of form and wording
• Broker specific amendatory 

endorsements
• Affirmative punitive damages cover

Limits & Attachment

• $25M Maximum Limits 
• $75M Attachment Point
 

Excess Capacity Cyber Coverage 
Chubb — The Leading Provider of Cyber Risk Solutions
 



Chubb is the world’s largest publicly traded property and casualty insurer. With operations in 54 countries, Chubb provides commercial and personal property and casualty 
insurance, personal accident and supplemental health insurance, reinsurance, and life insurance to a diverse group of clients. 

As an underwriting company, we assess, assume, and manage risk with insight and discipline. We service and pay our claims fairly and promptly. We combine the precision of 
craftsmanship with decades of experience to conceive craft and deliver the very best insurance coverage and service to individuals and families, and businesses of all sizes. Chubb  
is also defined by its extensive product and service offerings, broad distribution capabilities, exceptional financial strength, and local operations globally. 

Chubb’s core operating insurance companies maintain financial strength ratings of AA from Standard & Poor’s and A++ from A.M. Best. Chubb Limited, the parent company of 
Chubb, is listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CB) and is a component of the S&P 500 index.

Chubb Bermuda’s insurance products are available through non-US-based brokers only. The information contained in this document is intended for general marketing purposes 
and information only. For terms and conditions of coverage, please refer to the specific policy wording. Chubb Bermuda Insurance Ltd. is regulated by the Bermuda Monetary 
Authority. It is not licensed in the U.S. as an admitted insurer, nor is it an eligible excess and surplus lines insurer.
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Deep Data & 
Insights to Keep 
Risk Management 
On Target

Powerful 
Expertise & 
Advocacy for
Mitigating Losses

Trusted Protection and True Partnership — That’s Chubb Bermuda

Market-Leading 
& Customized, 
Large-Block
Capacity

Extensive Cyber Services 

• Loss mitigation services provide access 
to the tools and resources needed to 
address and gauge key areas of cyber 
security risks before an event occurs. 

• Incident response team comprises 
a pool of independent third-party 
professional service providers who 
help organizations execute their 
data breach response and help limit 
exposure to a loss when an event 
occurs. 

Please note that Global Cyber Facility 
coverage can be placed in Bermuda or  
in the US.

To learn more, contact:

Richard Porter 
SVP, Head of Financial Lines
T  441.299.9201 
E  richard.porter@chubb.com
 
Stephen Jones 
Senior Vice President
T  441.299-9219
E  stephen.a.jones@chubb.com

Adam Farrell, RPLU
Assistant Vice President
T   441.299.9336
E  adam.farrell@chubb.com

Chubb Bermuda’s Financial Lines 
Division offers broad coverage and 
sizable capacity across all industry 
classes with a focus on Fortune 1000 
companies. We target risks that are low 
in frequency and high in severity. Chubb 
Bermuda’s coverages complement those 
offered by Chubb’s U.S. operations 
and can provide additional high excess 
capacity to a program. 


